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Some open questions concerning the complexity of approximation algorithms for the Maxi- 
mum Independent Set and Minimum Vertex Cover Problems are studied. It is shown that those 
questions are at least as hard as a sample of other open questions concerning approximating NP- 
hard problems, including Graph Coloring, Set Covering and Dominating Set Problems. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (K E) be a simple graph. V’ c V is called an Independent Set, if no two 
vertices in V’ are joined by an edge in E. The Maximum Independent Set Problem 
(IS) is, given G, find an independent set of maximum cardinality. CC V is called 
a Vertex Cover of G = (V, E) if each edge has at least one endpoint in C (i.e., V - C 
is an independent set). The Minimum Vertex Cover Problem (VC) is to find a vertex 
cover of a minimum cardinality. 
IS and VC are known to be NP-hard [15], a fact which prompted many re- 
searchers to investigate approximation algorithms for them (see for example 
[lo, 16,11,12,19,8,13,5,1,2,3]). 
Still, for these problems, there are gaps between the performance ratios (see 
formal definition below) of known polynomial time approximation algorithms and 
the performance ratios which are known not to be achievable in polynomial time 
unless P=NP. In fact no result of the latter kind is yet known (beside the NP- 
hardness of the optimization problems). 
In this paper we present some connections between the achievability (or non 
achievability) of performance ratios for these problems and for other known hard 
approximation problems (such as Graph Coloring and Dominating Set). These 
results, for example, emphasize the difficulty of narrowing the gaps mentioned 
above. To present the results formally, we need Some definitions. 
Following [8, p. 1231 we define an Optimization Problem I7 to be either a Minimi- 
zation Problem or a Maximization Problem and to consist of the following three 
parts: 
(1) a set Dn of instances; 
(2) for each instance IED,, a finite set S&I) of candidate solutions for I; and 
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(3) a function mn that assigns to each instance IE Dn and each candidate solu- 
tion cr E S,(Z) a positive rational number mn(I, o), called the solution value of o. 
We also assume the existence of a function Size, which associate with each 
IED, a nonnegative integer which denotes its size. 
If Z7 is a minimization [maximization] problem, then an optimal solution for an 
instance ZE Dn is a candidate solution crf~S~(Z) such that, for all GE S,(Z), 
mn(Z,a*)~mn(~o) [mn(Z,a*)rmn(Z,a)]. We will use OPT*(Z) to denote the 
value mn(Z,a*) of an optimal solution for I. (The subscript Z7 will be dropped 
when the problem is clear from the context.) 
An algorithm A is an Approximation Algorithm for Z7 if given any instance 
ZE Dn, it finds a candidate solution QE S,(Z). The value mn(Z, a) of the candidate 
solution o found by A when applied to Z will be denoted by A(Z). If A(Z) = OPT(Z) 
for all ZE Dn, then A is called an Optimization Algorithm for Z7. 
The Performance Ratio of A for instance I, is defined by 
AU) 
R,(Z) = - 
OPT(Z) 
OPT(Z) 
RA(Z) = - 1 A(Z) .
As a function of the size of the problem’s instance, the performance ratio is 
defined by 
rA(n) = Sup{RA(Z): Size,(Z) sn}. 
The next definition has an important role in this paper. Let 17 be an optimization 
problem and let f(n) be a function. The f(n) Approximation Problem Associated 
With Z7, denoted by Z7/“” is the following: Given an instance Z of 17, find a candi- 
date solution cr for Z such that: 
-$$$I f(Size(Z)) 
OPT(Z) 
~5 f(Size(Z)) . , 1 
Thus, an approximation algorithm A for Z7 solves ZZf@) iff r,(n)lf(n). (If 
f(n) = CI for some constant (Y, Z7fl”) is denoted by ZZ”.) 
Let Z7, and Z7, be any problems. We say that Z7, =ZZz if Z7i is polynomially 
reducible to Z7, (in the sense of Cook’), we also say that Z7, =Z7, if Z7,1Z7z and 
Z-&In,. 
Using the above terminology, the formal definition and the related known results 
of Independent set, Vertex Cover and Graph Coloring are given below. For the sake 
of consistency with previous papers on approximations of graph problems, we 
define Size(G) = 1 V 1 = n for G = (K E). 
WIS 
Instance: 
({Weighted) independent Set) 
Graph G = (V,E) {and a weight w(u) E Q’ for each u E V}. 
‘That is, there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve l72, which uses as a subroutine a supposed 
polynomial time algorithm which solves 171. 
Candidate solution: 










Value of solution: 
References: 
Approximation problems 
IC V an independent set in G. 
Vi {WV)= Cvc, w(u)}. 
IS E NP-hard [IS] (also for planar graphs [9]), 
IS”(n”ogn)E P [21], 
(IS for planar graphs) l+E~P for every E>O [16], 
ISa= ISB for every a, p> 1 [8]. 
({Weighted} Vertex Cover). 
Simple graph G = (V, E) {and a weight w(u) E Q’ for each 
oe V}. 
Cc V a vertex cover of G. 
ICI {w(G)>. 
VCENP-hard, see IS, 
(VC for planar graphs)‘+‘E P [5], [2], 
VC2 E L (L for linear time solvable) [IO], 
WVC2EL [l], 
(Graph Coloring) 
Simple graph G = (K E). 
A K-coloring of G for some K, i.e., a function 
f:V+{l,2,3 ,..., K} such that for every {u, u} E E, 
f(u) #f (u). 
K. 
COLOR E NP-hard [15], 
COLOR’-& E NP-hard [8], 
COLOR0(““08”‘~P [13], 
COLORo(” 1% 10s n/&n) E P [20]. 
The rest of this papar is organized as follows: In Section 2 it is shown that 
IS”? VCa, WIS”? WVCa for every a? 1, and that IS~(“‘L COLOR’+f’““ogn for 
every nondecreasing function f(n). In Section 3 it is shown that VCa5na for a 
sample of known hard approximation problems f7, and that if VC’+(“K)-E E P, for 
some integer K 2 2 and E > 0, then there is a polynomial time algorithm which colors 
every (K+ I)-colorable graph with O(log n) colors. 
2. On the difficulty of approximating the IS problem 
Carey and Johnson [9] had pointed out that even though VC and IS are closely 
related (a set of vertices in a graph is a vertex cover iff the complementary set is an 
independent set), good approximation algorithms for VC do not necessarily yield 
good approximation algorithms for IS. The following theorem shows that a similar 
implication in the opposite direction does hold. 
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Theorem 2.1. For every fixed (Y > 1, 
(i) I!Yz VCa, 
(ii) WISa 2 WVCa. 
Proof. Let us prove (ii), the proof of (i) is similar. Let A be an algorithm which 
solves WIY (i.e. r,lcw). Define A to be the following approximation algorithm 
for WVC: on input G = (V, E) and w apply A to get an independent set 15: V and 
return C= V-Z. 
For A we have that: 
R,-(G) - 1 
= [w(C)- w(c*)]/w(c*) (where C* is an optimal vertex cover) 
= [w(z*) - w(z)]/w(c*) (C= V-Z and C*= V-Z*) 
I (CI - 1) w(z)/w(c*) (by w(Z*)/w(Z) I ar) 
I ((r - 1) w(z*)/w(c*) (by w(Z*) 2 w(Z)) 
= (cr-l)[w(I’)- w(C*)]/w(C*) (by I*= I’- C*). 
Thus, 
Z?A(G)~(cz-l)[~(I’)/~(C*)-l]+l. (*) 
The following algorithm B, based on A solves WVCY. In this algorithm we use 
the Nemhauser and Trotter Local Optimization Algorithm, whose time complexity 
is O(l V13) ([17], see also [ll], [3]). G,(V) will denote the subgraph of G,,=(V,,E,,) 
induced by VC I’,. 
Algorithm I3 
Input: Go = W,, C,), w. 
Phase 1: [Nemhauser and Trotter’s Local Optimization Algorithm]: Find K Ce 
disjoint subsets of V0 such that for every optimum vertex cover C* of 
Go(V), it holds that: 
(1) w(C*)l+w(I% 
(2) C*U C,, is an optimum vertex cover of Go. 
Phase 2: Call A(G,(V)) to get C. 
Output: cu c,. 
It remains to show that Z?,(G,-J I (Y. 
R,(G,) 
= w(CU c,)/w(c*u Cc) (by (2) of Phase 1) 
I [w(C)+ w(C,J]/[w(C*)+ w(C,-J] (by disjointness) 
I w(c)/w(c*) ( a>b>O, a+x a x20 implies -C- b+x_b > 
Approximation problems 
= R,-(G) (by definition) 
I (a- l)[w(v)/w(c*) - l] + 1 (by (*)I 
5a (by (1) of phase 1). 0 
In [8] it is shown (using our terminology) that for every fixed a, fi> 1, ISa= I@. 
Using this result and the above theorem we obtain: 
Corollary 2.2. For every fixed a, p > 1, ISa? VCp. 
It is widely conjectured that I!Y’B P for any constant a [9]. Corollary 2.2 above 
supports this conjecture, since it implies that if IS” E P for some constant a, then 
for every e>O, not only IS’+’ E P (as shown in [8]), but also VC’ +’ E P. This latter 
result is highly unlikely in view of the considerable effort which has been devoted 
in trying to show that VC 2--E E P for some E> 0 so far without success. 
In view of the above, a natural way to attack the IS problem is to solve IS’(“) for 
some slowly increasing functionf(n). The best known result in this context is a poly- 
nomial time algorithm for IS ‘w”~~) [21]. Some heuristic algorithms for the IS are 
investigated in [13]. Their worst case performance ratios are shown to be bounded 
from below by n’ for some fixed r> 0. These facts indicate that solving ISJ”‘) could 
be hard even for unbounded, slowly increasing function f. The following theorem 
supports this indication. 
Theorem 2.3.2 For every nondecreasing function f(n) 
ISf(n) > COLOR’+/(“)b”_ - 
Proof. Let A be an algorithm which solves IS f(n). The following algorithm B solves 
COLOR’ +f(“)t‘Js n 
Algorithm B 
Input: G=(I/,E). 
PhaseO: i&O, U+V. 
Phase 1: While U+0 do 
Call A to get an independent set I in U. 
i+i+l. 
Color the vertices of I by color i. 
u+u-I. 
end 
Output: R + i. 
Let x be the chromatic number of G. Denote by Ui the set U at the beginning of 
the ith iteration of Phase 1, and let ni = 1 U;/. It remains to show that x/xl 
1 +f(n)b(n). 
*All logarithms in this paper are taken to base 2. 
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(1) I~,1 2 ICilfh) 
(2) lril ~~,mm,)l 
(3) ni+ 15 n; - n;/W(n;)l 
(4) ni+l +qmf(~;)l~~; 
(by definition of A where I, is the indepen- 
dent set produced at the ith iteration and 1;* 
is an optimum one). 
(by (1) and l1Fi zn;/~). 
(by (2) and n,+, =n; - IC;i). 
(by (3)). 
(by nz-l 11 and f(ni) <f(n)). 
(8) p-w(X/(“)) < n (by (l+l/Qk>2 for k>l). 
(9) R/x< 1 +f(n)log n (by (8) and x> 1). Z 
The above theorem implies, for example, that if IS”’ E P for some fixed cr< 1, 
then COLOR”“E P for every a< b< 1. However, no such result for COLOR is 
known. In fact, this theorem implies that showing that IS”(n”os’n)~ P is at least as 
hard as improving the best known result for approximating COLOR (see references 
in COLOR definition). 
3. On the complexity of VCa for (YE (1,2) 
Approximating VC (and WVC) is investigated in a number of papers (see Intro- 
duction). Still, there are no published results concerning the complexity of VCa for 
any cr~(l, 2), i.e. the following questions are open: 
Open 1. Is there (Y E (1,2) such that VCa E P? 
Open 2. Is there (r E (1,2) such that VC” E NP-hard? 
In this section we present some connections between those open questions and other 
open questions concerning other approximation problems. First we give some obser- 
vations which imply the difficulty of Open 2. In the following, {W], SC, DS, DDS 
denotes {Weighted}, Set Cover, Dominating Set’ and Directed Dominating Set 
respectively. Formal definition of these problems, as well as the (easy) proof of the 
following proposition are given in the Appendix. 
Proposition 3.1. For every fixed a > 1, 
SCQ E DSa c DDSn > VCa < WVCa 5 WSC” = WDS” = WDDSa. 
Approximafion problems 
CoroIIary 3.2. For every fixed a? 1. If VC* E NP-hard, then 
(i) (SC=, DSa, DDSa, WVC*, WVC*, WDS”, WDDY) C i’JP-ha&. 
(ii) For every fixed p > 1: ISa E NP-hard. 
Proof. (i) from Proposition 3.1 and (ii) from Corollary 2.2. 0 
Corollary 3.2 provides evidence for the difficulty of proving that VC’ E NP-hard 
for some a> 1, since such a rest.& would imply the NP-hardness of ffa for each of 
the problems 17 listed in the corollary. In spite of the importance of those probtems 
no such result is currently known. On the other hand our next theorem implies that 
proving that VCa E P for some a f (1,l.S) is probably hard too, since such a result 
will provide a considerable improvement of approximation results for the K- 
COLOR problem defined below. 
K-COLOR (Coloring a K-colorable graph with minimum colors) 
Instance: A K-colorable graph G= (KE). 
Candidate solution: f: V-r {1,2,..., 1) such that for every {o, u> E E, f(u) *f(u). 
Value of solution: 2. 
Reference: For every Kr3, K-COLOR1 E NP-hard [15]. 
For every K 12, (X + 1 -COLOR)K”‘-“X E P [20]. 
Theorem 3.3. For every fixed K > 2, E > 0, 
Proof. Let A be an algorithm which solves VC’+(‘iK)-E, and let B be the same 
algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 2.3 (where at Phase 1, the independent set 
is the complement of the vertex cover set produced by A). Using the same notation 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, and denoting by Ci the cover produced at the ith 
iteration it remains to show that x/(K+ 1) cr (E + log n)/(eK). 
(1) ni+t = IGI 
I (l-t-(1/K)-E) /C,*l 
~(1+(l/fo-E)(i-lf(1Y+l))n~ 






(4) z > log I+ 
EK 
K+l-EK > 
(by algorithm B) 
(by the definition of algorithm A) 
(iCYi*/ = jyil - if:/ i ni-q/(K+l), 
since G is (K+ I)-colorable). 
(from (1) and n,_lzl, nl =n). 
(from (2)). 
(from (3)) 
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rlog(l+&) 
> &K/(K+ 1) 
(5) x/(K+ 1) <(& + log n)/(&K) 
(log*(l +x)>x for o<x< 1). 
(from (4)). El 
In [ 141 a set of heuristic algorithms for COLOR are analyzed, and all of them are 
shown to have a performance ratio which is at least O(n/log n), even for 3-colorable 
graphs. In [20] a polynomial time algorithm is presented which color a (K+ l)- 
colorable graph with O(KII’-“~) colors (therefore a 3-colorable graph with O(fi) 
colors). By Theorem 3.3, proving that VC’.‘-‘E P for some E>O will imply that 
there is a polynomial time algorithm that colors 3-colorable graphs with O(log n) 
colors - which is a considerable improvement over the currently known results. 
Appendix 














Value of solution: 
Reference: 
({Weighted} Set Cover) 
Collection C of subsets of a set S {and a weight w(c) E Q’ 
for each CEC}. 
C’ c C, a cover for S, that is S = UceC. c. 
IC’I {w(C’)= CceC’ w(c))* 
SC’ E NP-hard [15], 
S@” E P [13], 
WSC”‘s” E P [6]. 
({Weighted) Dominating Set) 
Graph G = (K E) {and w(u) E Q’ for each IJ E V}. 
D E V such that every vertex u E V - D is joined to at least one 
member of D by an edge in E. 
IDI {w(D)}. 
DS’ ENP-hard even for bounded degree planar graphs [9], 
(DS for bounded degree planar graph)’ +’ E P [4]. 
({Weighted} DS of Digraphs) 
Diagraph G = (V, E) {and w(u) E Q’ for each u E V}. 
D G V such that every IJ E V-D has at least one father in D. 
IDI {w(D)). 
DDS’ E NP-hard a simple reduction from {W} DS, 
(DDS for bounded degree planar graph)’ +’ E P [4]. 
Proposition 3.1. For every fixed a? 1, 
SCa E DSn s DDS” 1 VCa 4 WVC” I WSCa = WDY = WDDS”. 
Approximation probiems 9 
Proof. (1) SCa2 VCal WVC”5 WSC’: VP is a special case of SCa (for every 
CEC, /cl =2). WVC* is a special case of WSC* (the same). 
(2) SCa5DSu: see [18]. 
(3) WSC*I WDS*: Let the instance of WSC” be S, C, w. Define the instance of 
WDSa to be G=(V,E), 6~ where 
v=sucu {t), 
E=((f,c): c~C)U{(c,s): s~S, c~Cand SEC>, 
1 
w(u) if ~EC, 
w(u) = 03 if ucS, 
0 if v = t. 
(4) DSar DDS*, WDSa~ WDDS*: Each edge on the undirected graph is con- 
verted into two antiparallel edges. 
(5) DDSas SC”, WDDSas WSP: Let the instance of (WI DDSa be G = (V,E) 
{, w). Define the instance of { W}SC* to be S, C {, IT} where 
s = v, 
C = {T(u): u E vt where f(u) = (0) U (u: (u, u) E E}, 
ic(f(u)) = w(u) for each UE V. c! 
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